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LET TER FROM THE FOUNDERS
Yuka Morihata and  Kaz Morihata

Yuka Morihata, Kaz Morihata

We founded Morihata International Ltd., Co. in 2005 to bring the 
rich design heritage of Japan to retail outlets across America and 
Europe. The demand for these goods proved strong enough that in 
2009 we founded Rikumo as our own retail brand, to represent both 
artisans and their wares directly to international consumers. 

Today, Morihata Intl. operates both wholesale and retail branches,  
supporting Japanese design communities throughout the globe.  
Through our curated collections and thoughtful customer service,  
we represent a Japanese lifestyle that is grounded in simplicity,  
beautiful craftsmanship, and impeccable quality.

YUKA MORIHATA, Partner, CEO
BFA, Rhode Island School of Design,  
Jewelry and Light Metal
Designer, S. Russell Groves Architect
Designer, Skidmore Owings & Merrill
Designer, Nikken Space Design
Founder, Morihata International Ltd Co.
 
KAZ MORIHATA, Partner, CFO 
BFA, Rhode Island School of Design,  
Industrial Design 
MA, University of Pennsylvania,  
Architecture
Designer, Skidmore Owings & Merrill 
Designer, Peter Marino Architect
Founder, Morihata International Ltd Co.



CHRONOLO GY

2005   Kaz and Yuka Morihata found Morihata International LTD
2009    Morihata creates Rikumo as its retail outlet
2010   Rikumo opens its first brick-and-mortar store
2012   Rikumo.com goes live
2015   Morihata introduces the Morihata Organic Green Tea Collection
2016    Rikumo opens its first flagship concept store in downtown Philadelphia

rikumo
428 N. 13th Street

morihata
NYNOW Show

yuka morihata
NYIGF

kaz morihata
Boston Gift Show

rikumo 1216
walnut st. phila

The Morihata International Timeline



FAQ
Morihata Fact Sheet

Why did you found Morihata International?
After working for design and architecture firms in New York City,  
Yuka Morihata returned to Tokyo to work as an interior designer.  
There, she rediscovered a deep appreciation for the detailed, high- 
quality craftsmanship she had grown up with in Japan but was largely 
unknown in the U.S. Together with her husband Kaz, they founded 
Morihata International to support the designers and craftsmen that 
represented the modern craft techniques of contemporary Japan. 

Who are your founders?
Kaz and Yuka Morihata met as undergraduates at RISD and held  
positions in interior design and architecture firms before founding 
their namesake business. Every year, the married couple travels back 
home to Japan to select thoughtful collections that express the innate 
quality, craftsmanship, and tactile sensibility of modern Japanese  
aesthetics. Mr. and Mrs. Morihata are both originally from Tokyo, 
Japan, and currently live in Philadelphia. 

When was Morihata founded?
Morihata was founded in 2005 as a distributor for fine Japanese  
lifestyle goods. Our retail branch, Rikumo, debuted as an online shop 
in 2009 and opened its first brick and mortar store in Philadelphia  
in 2010. The original locale moved to a renovated concept store model 
in January 2016.
 
What’s the difference between Rikumo and Morihata?
Morihata is our wholesale branch, which primarily works with buyers, 
stockists, and corporate accounts. Rikumo is the retail branch of the 
company, which sells directly to customers.
 
What is the Rikumo Concept Store?
The Rikumo concept store is located in Philadelphia, USA. Besides 
stocking our complete selection of Japan-made goods, our concept 
store also has a complimentary tea bar and a library where we host 
monthly workshops.
 
Where are your products made?
All products distributed by Morihata and sold at Rikumo are designed 
and produced in various regions of Japan. From Imabari’s towel looms 
to Kirishima’s tea plantations, our collections are sourced from  
prefectures that have a strong craft history and identity.
 
What are some of your best selling items?  

Flax Line Towel
Lattice Towel
Binchotan Charcoal Toothbrush
Binchotan Charcoal Eye Mask
Binchotan Charcoal Sticks
Sasawashi Room Shoes
Linen Kitchen Towel
Linen Border Towel
Pebblestone Bath Mat



OUR BRANDS

MORIHATA INTERNATIONAL

Mission
Our goal is to introduce the global market to the makers and creators of Japan. We partner with 
like-minded brands and unique shops to foster an appreciation for products that are aesthetically 
pleasing, designed to last, functionally superior, and steeped in tradition. 
 
About
At Morihata International, we believe in elevating the beauty of the everyday through design that 
is simple, functional, and beautiful. Established in 2005 by husband-and-wife team Kaz and Yuka 
Morihata, Morihata International is dedicated to finding and distributing the highest quality 
Japanese design products to an international audience. With a thoughtful simplicity and quiet 
beauty, our collections express the innate quality, craftsmanship, and tactile sensibility of modern 
Japanese aesthetics. 

Brands

MORIHATA TEA 
Japanese Organic Green Teas
SASAWASHI 
Bedding, Bath and Wellness Accessories
GATO WOODWORKS 
Woodworks
YOSHII  
Towels and Bathmats
FLYING APARTMENT 
Portable Home Goods

MORIHATA BINCHOTAN CHARCOAL 
Charcoal Based Beauty and Wellness Products
CHIKUNO LIFE 
Charcoal Air Purifiers
DAITOU SHINGU 
Bedding, Sleepwear and Baby Accessories
KIZARA 
Wooden Notepads
KONTEX 
Towels, Blankets and Baby Accessories



Japanese Towels
Japanese towels are known for their lightness 
and compact size, superior absorbency, and 
incredible softness. Our signature towels are 
made with minimal chemicals and woven on 
low-speed Japanese looms that protect the  
integrity of the thread. Our towels are produced 
by manufacturers Yoshii and Kontex in the  
region of Imabari, Japan, where towel-making  
is the local craft specialty. 

Binchotan Charcoal
Binchotan Charcoal is our most popular private 
label collection. We work with charcoal artisans 
from Kishu, Japan to source the highest-quality 
activated charcoal that goes into our namesake 
bath and wellness products.

Morihata Tea
From loose-leaf tea to cooking paste, the 
Morihata tea collection presents the top flavors 
and varieties of Japanese green tea. Every tea is 
certified 100% organic and harvested by a 5th 
generation family plantation in the tea growing 
region of Kirishima. 

KEY PRODUCT LINE



STO CKIST S

Our products are stocked throughout the globe in both independent 
boutiques and globally-recognized retailers such as:

Morihata International

Rejuvenation
RH
Design Within Reach
Free People
Poketo
ABC Carpet & Home
Schoolhouse Electric
Food52
Need Supply
Liberty London



OUR BRANDS

RIKUMO

Mission
We aim to provide a curated lifestyle experience that celebrates the craft and heritage of Japan 
made products. We believe that the products we surround ourselves with should bring us joy,  
and that Japanese designs can easily integrate into a Western lifestyle
 
About
Rikumo is Morihata’s retail operation and spans e-commerce and a brick-and-mortar concept 
store in Philadelphia. In addition to Morihata brands, Rikumo stocks lifestyle goods that are made 
in Japan or designed by Japanese designers. The Rikumo lifestyle is  
inspired by the simplicity, functionality and human touch of Japanese aesthetics. Our approach  
to customer service is inspired by the hospitality of traditional Japanese tea ceremonies, where  
we treat our customers as if they were guests in our own home. 

rikumo.com is open 24/7
rikumo.com
newsletter

The word “Rikumo” is a combination of  
two Japanese words that describe our  
philosophy:  陸 (riku, earth) and 雲 (kumo, 
cloud). Rikumo combines the conceptual and 
the physical, conveying Japanese concepts and  
traditions through beautiful products made 
from the earth’s natural materials.



Concept Store
Our flagship concept store is located in the heart of 
Philadelphia, a city with historic ties to Japan. The 
Rikumo concept store contains three zones: a general 
shop, a complimentary tea bar, and workshop. Our 
entire collection, as well as store-exclusives, is available 
in our general shop.  Our tea bar offers complimentary 
samples of our Morihata green tea line and brewing tips 
for tea enthusiasts. Our workshop and library section 
offers monthly workshops, artistic demonstrations and 
lectures with renowned artists and designers.

Rikumo Workshops 
Every month we host workshops at our 
Philadelphia concept store, bringing 
together a community that appreciates 
thoughtful design and creativity. From 
artist lectures to green tea tastings, our  
seasonal workshops invite you to discover 
the world of Japanese craftsmanship in 
your own backyard.

rikumo x local
Because Japanese design isn’t just limited to Japan, we’ve 
introduced a new local line to our collections. Rikumo 
x Local is a rotating collaborative collection designed to 
support the local community of artists living and work-
ing in the United States. From ceramics to handmade 
accessories, these seasonal, store-exclusive collections 
are made in the United States by a local artist working 
with or inspired by Japanese aesthetics.

1216  WALNUT ST.

rikumo 1216 walnut st.  
center city philadelphia

Doug Johnston for Rikumo 1216

Calligraphy performance by Setsuhi 
Shiraishi at Rikumo 1216



C ONTACT INFO

Morihata products have been featured  
in various publications, such as the  
New York Times, The Wall Street  
Journal, The Los Angeles Times,  
T Magazine, Apartment Therapy,  
The New York Post, WIRED, Martha  
Stewart Living, Vogue and Elle Decor.  
The Rikumo store has been featured  
in Anthology Magazine, Bon Appetit,  
and ABC News.  

Locations
Both the Morihata headquarters and the Rikumo  
concept store are located in Philadelphia, USA.
 
Morihata | Rikumo HQ
428 N. 13th St. 
Philadelphia PA 19123
www.morihata.com
 
Rikumo Concept Store
1216 Walnut St. 
Philadelphia PA
www.rikumo.com
 
Contact
Press Contact: Magali Roman, magali@morihata.com 
Brand Partnerships: Sam Gean sam@morihata.com  
Wholesale inquiries: info@morihata.com
Retail inquiries: info@rikumo.com

Morihata Press

Rikumo Press




